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**Title:** Julio A. Vivares and Mila G. Ignaling vs. Engr. Jose J. Reyes: A Philippine Supreme
Court Case on Estate Receivership and Property Partition

**Facts:**
After the demise of Severino Reyes, his sons Jose Reyes and Torcuato Reyes distributed his
estate through an oral  partition.  Following Torcuato’s  death,  his  estate executor,  Julio
Vivares,  and  an  heir,  Mila  Ignaling,  filed  a  case  against  Jose  Reyes  challenging  the
partition’s fairness. They sought to include in the litigation properties still under Severino’s
name  or  transferred  to  Jose  before  Torcuato’s  death,  claiming  José  had  fraudulently
managed the estate.

Vivares and Ignaling filed a motion in Camiguin RTC for receivership over the disputed
properties, alleging Jose’s fraudulent acts detrimented the estate. Despite Jose’s opposition
and  subsequent  events,  including  his  request  for  receivership  reconsideration  due  to
absence and medical conditions, RTC appointed a receiver, a decision contested by Jose who
then secured a CA reversal, arguing against the necessity and basis of the receivership.

**Issues:**
1. Does a notice of lis pendens preclude the appointment of a receiver when safeguarding
properties in litigation are necessary?
2. Should a duly appointed receiver of properties in litigation be discharged simply because
the adverse party offers to post a counterbond?
3. Is the cancellation of a notice of lis pendens annotated on Tax Declaration NO. 112
contrary to law?

**Court’s Decision:**
The Supreme Court denied the petition to reinstate the receivership. It sustained the CA
decision that receivership was unjustified, as petitioners failed to provide sufficient evidence
of fraud by Jose Reyes. It highlighted the protective role of lis pendens notices and deemed
a counterbond offer as insufficient ground alone for preventing or terminating receivership.
However, the Supreme Court partly granted the petition by reversing the CA decision on the
cancellation of lis pendens on Tax Declaration No. 112 which involved a property partly
owned by Elena Unchuan, indicating this issue requires trial court determination.

**Doctrine:**
This  case  emphasizes  the  circumspective  application  of  the  receivership  remedy,
traditionally reserved for extreme cases with clear and significant cause. It reinforced the
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principle that the annotation of lis pendens serves as adequate protection for properties
under litigation, thus often negating the need for receivership. Additionally, it clarified that
offering a counterbond, while considered, is not a compulsory reason alone to discharge a
receiver without demonstrating the receivership’s lack of just cause.

**Class Notes:**
– **Receivership in Property Litigation:** Applied cautiously and based on demonstrated
necessity.
– **Lis Pendens:** Serves as adequate notice and protection for properties under litigation,
potentially reducing the need for receivership.
–  **Counterbond:**  Even if  offered by the adverse party,  not  an automatic  reason for
dismissing receivership without a lack of cause.
– **Evidence of Fraud:** Essential for altering property rights or instating receivership;
burden of proof lies with the claimant.
–  **Protection  of  Possession  Rights:**  Actual  possession  of  property  is  significant  and
protected, influencing receivership decisions.

***Historical Background:***
This case sheds light on the handling of estate disputes and the partition of properties
among  heirs  within  the  Philippine  legal  system,  especially  highlighting  the  discretion
exercised by courts in appointing receivers to manage disputed estates.  It  reflects the
balance between ensuring equitable management of estates in contention and respecting
the rights and responsibilities of those directly involved in property disputes, underlining
the importance of evidence and procedural fairness throughout judicial processes.


